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winter fuel; the coal which loads a single large collier would,

when it existed as wood, have built many large colliers. Not

a few of the stumps in this area are evidently water-worn;

and. there have been found immediately over them scales of

Mcgalichthys, and the shells of an Unio, somewhat resembling
in form the common pearl muscle of our rivers, but considerably
smaller. The prostrate forest had been 'submerged, and mol

luscs lived and fishes swam over it. It is further worthy of

notice, that this upper forest is underlaid, at the depth of a few

feet, by a second forest, in which the stumps lie as thickly,
and are of as great a size, as in the first; and that this second

forest is underlaid, in turn, by the remains of yet a third. We

find three full-grown forests closely packed up in a depth of not

more than twelve feet.

Once more, ere we wrap up this Carboniferous integument
of the landscape, and lay bare the Old Red Sandstone, let us

mark to bow small a coal-field central England has, for so

many years, owed its flourishing trade. Its area, as I have

already had occasion to remark, scarcely equals that of one of

our larger Scottish lakes; and yet how many thousand steam

engines has it set. in motion,- how many railway trains has it

propelled across the country, -bow many thousand wagon

loads of salt has it elaborated from the brine,- how many mil

lion tons of iron has it furnished, raised to the surface, smelted,

and hammered! It has made Birmingham a great city,- the

first iron depot of Europe; and filled the country with crowded

towns and busy villages. And if one small field has done so

much, what may we not expect. from those vast basins, laid

down by LyelI in the geological map of the United States,

prefixed to his recent singularly interesting work of travels?

When glancing, for the first time, over the three huge coal

fields of the States, each surrounded by its ring of 01(1 Red
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